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Introduction
This was a new examination series which was intended to be primarily a re-sit. This clearly
affected the nature of the entry, with many borderline students but also some of a higher
quality. This led to a relatively small entry. The low numbers who answered on a number of
the texts meant that the report is unable to make general comments in those cases because
there was too little evidence to hand.
On this tier, students were required to analyse the language and the writer’s intended
effects in a given passage. They then had to select an extract for detailed analysis. Also, for
the writing task, there was an emphasis on transactional writing.
Examiners are looking above all for signs that students are responding in a mature and
reflective way to the language and ideas of prose writers and are communicating effectively
on the selected writing topic.
The responses of students had many strong features, although the nature of the
examination meant that there were a limited number of excellent responses.
In the Reading section (Section A) the overwhelming majority of students chose to respond
to Question 5, ‘Of Mice and Men’. This no doubt reflects both the popularity of ‘Of Mice and
Men’ and its familiarity to teachers.
Successful students:
•

were able to select appropriate examples of the writer’s language and demonstrate the
ability to relate them to the writer’s intended effects

•

were able to select an appropriate passage from another section of the text and explore
a range of language features successfully linking them to the writer’s purpose and the
ideas and themes of the text

•

wrote in a way that showed an effective grasp of an appropriate register, together with
the ability to engage well with the intended readership.

Less successful responses:
•

showed an insecure grasp of language (for example, confusion over terms) or failed to
support their points with appropriate reference to the text

•

tended to make unsupported or undeveloped comments on language or relied too
heavily on narration

•

did not develop and sustain ideas and did not have secure language controls.

Overall, examiners felt that students had responded positively to the tasks
Students had often engaged thoughtfully with their study of the prose texts. The best
wrote detailed responses to the texts, and examiners read many enjoyable and well-argued
answers to the two Writing tasks.
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Section A (Reading)
There was a range of responses with some students producing detailed and focused
responses. The majority showed clear understanding of the texts but often lacked the ability
to fully focus on and analyse the language of the extracts. Some comment was made about
incorrect identification of language terms and unsupported/speculative comments made by
students.

Question (a):
Examiners commented that there was generally a clear understanding of the given extracts
but many responses lacked a secure and detailed focus on language. Better responses were
able to offer sustained analysis with a confident knowledge of language. Examiners also
commented that students generally engaged well with the given extracts.

Question (b):
Students were generally successful in identifying an appropriate extract for comment
and better responses focused well on the writer’s techniques. However, some examiners
observed that this section was less well done than a) as students tended drift into narration
without the close focus on techniques that is required.
Students sometimes used passages that had been used as part a) texts in previous series
and showed thorough knowledge of the text but were not always able to adapt the material
to a different question.
Some examiners observed that the extract chosen was sometimes too long limiting the
student’s ability to focus closely on the task. A few students used more than one extract.

Section B (Writing):
Examiners did comment how much they enjoyed reading responses in this section,
especially Question 10.
The majority of students were able to write in appropriate styles and structure their
responses effectively although examiners did comment on a lack of adventurous vocabulary
and ambitious punctuation. Examiners, as usual, commented on problems with technical
accuracy.
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Question 1
Touching The Void
This text was offered by too few students to permit any general comment.

Question 2
Anita and Me
This text was offered by too few students to permit any general comment.

Question 3
Balzac and The Little Chinese Seamstress
This text was offered by too few students to permit any general comment.
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Question 4
Heroes
a)

Examiners commented that students showed engagement with the text and there
were some successful responses with focused and thoughtful comments on language.
Some students made thoughtful links between the table tennis matches and Francis’s
experiences in the war with focused comments on language. Most students recognised
that the extract depicted the game as important and tense, through e.g. the use of
short sentences ("spin and chop"/"serve and return"). Francis was seen as confident
and knowledgeable ("kill shot...soft shot"), convinced he would win ("invincible"/"in
control"). The majority of students identified these ideas, often with correctly identified
language features and techniques used, although evaluation of their effectiveness was
not always sustained. Weaker students were often able to identify interesting examples
of language, but were unable to develop comments on them effectively or slipped into
narration.

b) Students mostly made suitable choices of a second passage. Better choices were
Francis’ first meeting with Nicole or the final visit to Larry and some examiners did
comment that some of the chosen extracts (e.g. the rape scene) were dealt with less
successfully. Responses that selected the initial meeting of Francis and Nicole had
some effective exploration of religious references ("pale purity") and his pledging his
love ("kneeling"/"like a knight at her feet"). The irony of his pledge was picked up by
the better answers. Examiners commented that some students were able to identify
appropriate quotations but sometimes the comments on language lacked development.
Weaker students tended to narrate rather than analyse language.
This is the opening section of a student's response to Question 4 (a).
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

The response is thorough with some elements of assured
understanding of the writer’s ideas. The student tries to
link the language of the extract with the wider context
of the novel. Although there is a sustained focus on
language, the comments are sometimes not fully
developed. The response was awarded 10 out of 16
marks, the lower end of Band 4.

Always try to fully develop comments
on the language the writer uses and
its intended effects.
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This is an extract from the same candidate's response to Question 4 (b).
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Examiner Comments

A methodical approach which shows thorough
understanding of ideas with sustained
reference to the text. This was awarded 10
marks out of 24, at the bottom end of Band 3.

Examiner Tip

Try to fully analyse language and
comment on the writer’s intended effects.
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Question 5
Of Mice and Men
This was the most popular question. Some examiners felt that there was less evidence of
narrative responses than in previous series although weaker responses tended to narrate.
a)

The extract was accessible and there were some interesting and developed
interpretations of the text.
The majority of the students showed a secure understanding of the passage and a good
knowledge of the ideas and themes of the text as a whole.
Successful responses developed interpretations of Crooks with effective language
analysis and thoughtful comments e.g.
references to the ‘meagre’ light and its symbolic meaning and Crooks' 'pain
tightened lips' as a metaphor for how difficult/impossible Crooks finds it to speak his
mind in the society he lives in.
Students looked closely at the physical description of Crooks, often commenting on the
reader's reaction of sympathy with a character who had had poor treatment from white
people all his life.
Many students commented on the repetition of ‘rights’, linking to the segregated society
of the time.
The majority showed sound understanding of the extract but sometimes the comments
made were rather simplistic
e.g .‘Crooks is a nasty man.’
or had a limited focus on language. Some students wrote too much about racism
without directly linking it to the language of the text.

b) Most students were able to choose an appropriate extract e.g the attack on Crooks by
Curley’s wife which was the most popular. Successful responses were able to keep a
firm focus on how Crooks is treated and relate this to the language used e.g. bringing in
the society of the time, the hierarchy on the ranch, the irony of Curley's wife calling him
"Nigger" when she herself has no name. Some students developed their discussion of
Curley’s wife ‘stood over him’ and ‘so that she could whip him again’ very thoughtfully.
Many looked at her tone in her delivery of “Listen nigger” and most made something
of the “growing smaller” phrase with reference to juxtaposition/oxymoron by better
students. Many commented successfully on the repetition of ‘Nigger’ and ‘no’. Students
who chose Crooks being allowed in the bunkhouse at Christmas or the episode with
Slim and the tar for the mule’s hoof generally were less successful as the extracts did
not offer as many opportunities for detailed analysis. Weaker responses to this section
tended to be narrative. Some responses lost focus on how Crooks is treated or seemed
to be writing about Crooks’ character or how Crook’s treats Lennie. There was some use
of lengthy quotations with no explanation and some students chose very long extracts
for comment. There were some quite brief responses to this section which cannot be
successful given the larger mark allocation for this question. A few students used 2 or
more sections of the novel to comment on which limited their response.
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This is a candidate's complete response to Question 5 (a).
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Examiner Comments

A perceptive response with detailed interpretation
of language. This response was awarded 15 out
of 16 marks, a Band 5 response.

Examiner Tip

Notice how the response offers word-level
analysis of language and links comments about
context closely to the analysis of the text.
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This is the first part of a response to Question 5 (a).
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Examiner Comments

There is a sound understanding of the text
and the writer’s ideas with clear reference to
the extract to support the response. This was
awarded 6 marks out of 16, a Band 2 response.

Examiner Tip

A more detailed explanation of how the
writer uses language would have improved
this response and moved it into band 3.
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This is a less successful response to Question 5 (a).
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Examiner Comments

There is generally sound understanding with
mostly clear reference to the extract. This was
awarded 3 out of 16 marks, a Band 1 response.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you correctly identify language
terms and try to make comments on why
the writer chose particular words.

This is a complete response to Question 5 (b), using the extract when Curley's wife attacks
Crooks.
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Examiner Comments

A full response which demonstrates a
consistently perceptive understanding of
the text, ideas and language. There is
sophisticated analysis of language. This was
awarded full marks: 24 out of 24, Band 5.

Examiner Tip

Notice how this response consistently
focuses on language using word-level
analysis and makes mature and thoughful
comments about context that are closely
linked with the language of the extract.

This is an extract from a response to Question 5 (b), using the part where Curley's wife
attacks Crooks.
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Examiner Comments

A thorough and sustained personal response with
a good understanding of how language is used.
The points made are fully developed. The response
was awarded 13 out of 24 marks, Band 3.
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Examiner Tip

When thinking about the language features
of an extract, make sure you consider why
you think the writer has chosen particular
words, phrases or images.

This is part of a response to Question 5 (b), using the part where Crooks tells Lennie about
his past.

Examiner Comments

There is sound understanding of the text and ideas
but the response lacks full development of language
points. It was awarded 7 out of 24 marks, Band 2.

Examiner Tip

Make sure to comment on the writer’s
use of language and focus on using short
quotations to support points made.
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Question 6
Rani and Sukh
There were only a few responses to this text so examiners' comments are limited.
a)

There was a very strong sense of engagement with text and sympathy with Rani. There
were some quite able responses although a couple wrote more about Rani’s attitude to
Divy. Students were able to identify and comment on the violent words and there were
many comments on Divy’s dominance.

b) There were appropriate choices of extracts e.g. where Rani’s father questions her about
having no work to do. Students were able to identify how Bali Rai shows how Rani is
treated and make some reasonable comments. Occasionally the responses focused on
how Divy treats Sukh especially in the final part of the book, and so lost focus on the
task.

Question 7
Riding The Black Cockatoo
This text was offered by too few students to permit any general comment.
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Question 8
To Kill a Mockingbird
a)

Students often showed thorough understanding of the text but lacked the ability to
focus on and analyse language in any depth. Many commented on the description of
the men as ‘shadows’ and ‘shapes’ but some did not go any further than this. Most
mentioned or explored Atticus’s composure in a difficult situation, the atmosphere
outside the gaol, and how Scout misjudges the situation. More successful responses
looked at how Atticus is presented and recognised the change in Atticus with the arrival
of Scout, Jem and Dill and a couple commented on the contrast between Scout’s naivety
and Jem’s understanding. Weaker responses lost focus on the task commenting on
context and background of the novel.

b) The common choices of extract were the attack on Scout and Jem at the end of
the book or Mrs Dubose. Those who chose the mad dog or the knot hole were less
successful. Better responses were analytical with a secure focus on language. Weaker
responses tended to narrate using references to the text to support their narration
rather than to comment on language. There were some undeveloped and brief
responses.
This is an extract from a response to Question 8 (a).
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Examiner Comments

A response which shows an assured
understanding of text and ideas with
some assured language comments. This
was awarded 11 out of 16 marks, Band 4.
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Examiner Tip

For a band 5 response, comments could
have been developed yet more fully so as
to demonstrate a really perceptive grasp.

This is an extract from the same candidate's response to Question 8 (b), using the extract
when Scout and Jem are attacked by Bob Ewell.
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Examiner Comments

A good personal response with a wide
range of points with assured comments.
The response was awarded 18 out of 24
marks, Band 4.
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Examiner Tip

Note the pertinent selection
of references to support
the points and the assured
comments the candidate makes.

Question 9
'Life for today's teenagers is better than ever!'
Many examiners commented that they saw a good range of responses which were engaging
and enjoyable to read.
AO4 (i) and (ii) Content and ideas:
The majority of the students thought that life was better and many focused on technological
development as the reason for this. Some students focused rather too much on technology
rather than teenagers, sometimes losing focus on the purpose of the article. Interestingly
many students identified education and especially the changes to exams as the biggest
problem for teenagers today. Some students adopted the voice of an adult effectively.
The majority showed a clear awareness of audience and purpose and the responses were
sustained. Better students had sustained and focused ideas with a strong register. Weaker
students had problems with register and audience and some struggled to find convincing
ideas.
AO4(iii) (Spelling, punctuation and grammar).
There was some technically assured writing with a range of sentence structures and
punctuation but sometimes extensive and ambitious vocabulary was not always matched by
technical accuracy.
Examiners commented on the usual range of errors – misuse of apostrophes, comma
splicing, lack of sentence control, problems with spelling and homophones and problems
with capitalising the first person pronoun.
This is the first part of a response to Question 9.
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Examiner Comments

The ideas are appropriate with a clear sense
of purpose and audience. There are no
obvious paragraphs but there is a sense of
organisation. Mark: 5 out of 16, Band 2.
There are occasional slips but some ambitious
vocabulary. Mark: 4 out of 8, Band 2.
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Examiner Tip

It is important to organise your
work clearly with the use of
appropriate paragraphing.

This is the first part of a lively response to Question 9.
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Examiner Comments

An amusing and assured response strongly focused on audience
and purpose with a strong register. Mark: 11 out of 16, Band 4.
There are some errors which do not impede meaning. Mark 6
out of 8, Band 2.
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Examiner Tip

Note the strong sense of
audience and lively style.

Question 10
Complaining about a holiday
This was the more popular task.
Generally examiners enjoyed reading these responses. It was clear that students engaged
with the task – they knew about holidays and they knew how to complain.
AO4 (i) and (ii) Content and ideas:
The differentiator in this task tended to quality of vocabulary and expression of ideas as
the material covered by most students was similar. Better responses were lively, engaging
and often humorous with a strong register. e.g. ‘...ambushed by predatory party animals
constantly shouting "Conga"’. Rhetorical questions were often used effectively. The tone
adopted by most students was appropriate and showed a real awareness of audience and
the need for formality. Many students successfully adopted the voice of an adult. Weaker
responses tended to lose focus on audience and purpose or had unrealistic content.
The majority of the students complained about fairly predictable things – the flight,
accommodation, food and facilities in an appropriate fashion, but some examiners thought
students used rather absurd examples of problems encountered e.g. monkeys in the
bathroom.
AO4(iii): Spelling, punctuation and grammar:
Similar points were made by examiners to those on Question 9.
This is an extract from a response to Question 10.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

The ideas are effective and sustained.
Mark: 9 out of 16, Band 3.
The writing is accurate with occasional
slips. Mark: 6 out 0f 8, Band 2.
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Note the secure and sustained sense
of purpose and awareness of how to
address the intended audience.
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This is an extract from a successful response to Question 10.
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Examiner Comments

A compelling response with a strong and consistent
focus on audience and purpose with mature control.
Mark: 14 out of 16, Band 5.
The writing is accurate with only occasional slips.
Mark: 7 out of 8, Band 3.
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Examiner Tip

Note the confident tone and the stong
sense of audience and purpose.

Paper summary
While the unusual nature if this examination meant that students' work only
occasionally reached the highest standard, the best students showed careful preparation
and a strong personal response to the prose texts, dealing clearly with the language of the
given extract, as well as on the presentation of character and ideas.
In their writing, students demonstrated the ability to write with a clear sense of audience
and purpose with effective ideas.
Based on their performance on this paper, students are offered the following advice.
Students should ensure that in Section A (Reading), they:
•

engage in a sustained manner with the writer's use of language and its effects and
avoid just mentioning language features (‘feature spotting’)·

•

choose an appropriate extract for part (b) that enables them to explore language fully in
relation to the writer's presentation of ideas, themes or characters

•

ensure that comments on context are always focused on the task.

•

avoid slipping into narrative instead of analysing the text.

In Section B (Writing), they should:
•

address the audience, which was clearly specified in the two questions

•

develop effective ideas, presenting them coherently in a sustained response

•

use a range of sentences, correctly punctuated, and check work for common errors.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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